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• Be better prepared for anticipating, 
responding to and managing 
communications crisis

• Refine your toolbox for crisis comms

• Sources: Roadmap, Spitfire Strategies

Goals of Session



Part 1:  Crisis Comms Plan Components
Risk Assessment
Mapping org strengths and allies

Part 2:  Crisis Management Protocol
Six steps for handing crisis
Crisis example
Crisis Card Game

Part 3: Silicon Valley Community Foundation-Sue 
McAllister
Emotional Intelligence, DEI, and navigating the workplace

What’s in Store for the Day



• Not a prescription for getting your house in order 
organizationally:  governance, business practices & 
accounting systems, security, lobbying and non-
partisan activities, fundraising/development, HR & 
employment issues, civic engagement.

• See: RoadMap’s Weathering the Storm “Getting & 
Keeping Your House in Order:” A Free RoadMap 
Webinar (see Robert for invite), June 6, 10-noon PT; 
and “Crisis Comms: Planning and Response 
Webinar” $30, July 23, 10-12:30 PT.

Caveat & a Timely Resource



Opening Circle



• Collection, processing and dissemination of 
information required to address a crisis 
situation. 

• Crisis situation defined as surprise, threat, 
short response time.

• A dialog between the organization and its 
public(s) prior to, during, and after a negative 
occurrence.

• The crisis comms plan details strategies and 
tactics designed to minimize damage to the 
image/brand of the organization.

Crisis Comms Definition



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We offer a tool for you to consider taking back to your workplace.  The tool helps replace a sense of panic and dread with a plan and process.  To be more of an asset to your orgs you must know not only how to strategically plan your comms, but help the org prepare for unexpected challenges.  With this tool you become more savvy and well-rounded in what you bring professionally to your comms work.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Culture of crisis” in our work and in our lives. Always responding at accelerated speeds, on short deadlines, frequently in state of surprise or uncertainty given nature of social media. This workshop hopefully brings a calming affect created by planning ahead, although the best plans will be tested by crisis.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mindful, thoughtful, bases covered, maintaining focus and calm in the face of crisis. 



Eight key components of a crisis plan:
• Goals (G.A.M.E.)
• Risk Assessment (pre-plan)
• Opposition – Threat Assessment
• Crisis Team & Comms Channels
• Mapping org strengths & allies
• Protocol for managing crisis
• Values-based messaging
• Monitoring the situation (social media)

Components of a Crisis Plan



Two Types of Risk:

Known Risks:
high, medium or low risks, adverse 
constituent related incidents, unforeseen 
employee situations, volunteers not following 
protocol, disasters beyond your control.
Fabricated Risks:
manufactured accusations from opponents, 
secret video tapes out of context, confusion 
regarding law.

Pre-Crisis Risk Assessment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Known:  more easily put into context.Fabricated:  generally require a more rigorous comms strategy and public needs to understand accusations or activities in context. Must assess validity of accusations.



• Where is your organization most 
vulnerable? Identify potential threat points.

Using the Risk Assessment Tool, answer 
the questions to help you gauge risk and 
current readiness. Factor in org strengths 
and weaknesses. Review and assess 
each other’s risk (Spitfire Strategy).

Conduct a Risk Assessment: Pair Share #1



• 7+ risk flags:  Living on the edge. Crisis team 
on speed dial.

• 2-5 risk flags: OK now, but something may be 
brewing, keep your crisis comms plan nearby 
and don’t go on vacation off the grid.

• 0-2 risk flags:  Low risk but smart to be 
prepared.

Risk Assessment Evaluation



Public Reputation: Indicators of good will 
and attitudes toward your organization.

Branding Profile:  Enhancing your org’s 
recognition factor.

Organizational Strengths & Allies-Influencers



Pair Share #2:  
Review your org’s strengths and assets 
on the reputation continuum and brand 

enhancer checklist.



Now that you have a crisis, how to 
manage it.

• Six step protocol to use when your work or fund/org is 
attacked in the public arena.

• Effectively manage communications through a formal, 
clearly defined channel.

• Mitigate crisis for its organization, donors and 
grantees; down-regulate intensity and anxiety.

• Maintain a positive reputation, communicate your 
messages, bolster public trust and uphold values.

Crisis Comms Protocol



Crisis Comms Protocol Steps

STEP 1: VERIFY 
AND ASSESS

STEP 2: NOTIFY 
AND MAKE 

ASSIGNMENTS 

STEP 3: 
COMMS 

ACTION  & 
MANAGEMENT 

STEP 5:  
APPROVE AND 

RELEASE 
MESSAGES 

STEP 6: 
MONITOR AND 

PROVIDE 
FEEDBACK



1. Verify and Assess:  Reporter is calling. What 
happened, to whom? Assess the opposition.

2. Notify and Make Assignments:  Inform 
stakeholders. Convene Crisis Team if 
credible threat.

3. Take Comms Action and Manage the 
Situation.

4. Messaging and Response:  VPSA, calibrate
5. Release Messages: Tactics for Responding.
6. Monitor, Evaluate, Provide Feedback.

Six Steps:



CONTROL THE PROCESS AND THE 
MESSAGE:

THE RULE

No action should be taken in 
any potential crisis situation 
without notifying 
communications staff and 
executive leadership, which 
will make a decision on the 
appropriate action to take.



Individual Exercise: Create Your Crisis 
Team

Using Crisis Response Team Worksheet, fill in at least 
names, org, title and roles/tasks of who you think should be 
on the team at your organization; later fill in contact info.

Tier 1: Comms staff, ED/COO, legal.
Tier 2: HR, program director, development. 
Total of 6



• Do:
• Be prepared
• Be thorough but decisive.
• Be empathetic and on tone.

• Don’t:
• Panic
• Catastrophize
• Go off message or off-protocol

Summary of Crisis Do’s and Don’ts



• Emily gives a report on how NCG 
managed the crisis at Silicon Valley 
Community Foundation, as a tee-up for 
Sue’s presentation. Including 
relationships, messaging, values, triggers 
and tensions. 

Case Study: NCG and SVCF



• Break out into 4 groups, select a card 
(note Wild Card), and:

• ID Crisis Dream Team
• Assess crisis using mapper
• Assess org strengths and assets (see list)
• Develop VPSA
• Select appropriate message dissemination 

tactics

Crisis Card Game:  Small Group Exercise



Silicon Valley Community Foundation-
Sue McAllister

Fireside Chat:





• In the SVCC crises fireside chat, what did 
you hear that resonated with you?

• What triggers did you identify?
• Process how you would have handled 

them and stayed above the line?
• Are there Diversity/Equity/Inclusion factors 

at play? 
• Given what you’ve learned in past 

modules, how would you navigate your 
workplace in such a crisis?

Pair Share:  Emotional Intelligence & 
Navigating the Crisis
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